Eric Develey, Session Chairman
The next presentation will deal with the value proposition of copper and the
question: Can copper still compete? It will be given by Mr. Ajit Advani. He is
an electrical engineer with over 31 years experience. Prior to joining the
ICA in 2006, Ajit worked in the electrical industry with Siemens in Germany
and India for 27 years, the last 5 of those as Executive Vice-President and
Business Unit head for Industrial Projects in India.
Ajit Advani joined the International Copper Association (ICA) in 2006. He
is now Deputy Regional Director, Asia as well as the global functional
leader of its “Sustainable Electrical Energy” initiative of the ICA.
Mr. Advani please take the floor.
Ajit Advani
Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen!
One reason for the question „Can copper still compete?“ can be seen on
the table of the next slide.
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The relative price of copper vs. aluminum is at an historical high of 2.7 and
this trend is likely to continue.
There is relentless competition from other alternative materials and
technologies in wire & cable applications. In addition to aluminum and
copper clad aluminum, there are the technological advancements of optical
fibers and wireless, and future challenges from high temperature superconductors and carbon based nano
nano-technology.
technology
Therefore it is a legitimate question as far as wire & cables are concerned. I
shall attempt to answer this question in my presentation.
.
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Fortunately, copper‘s value proposition goes beyond mere material costs.
There is no doubt that the competition to copper from alternative materials
and technologies is strong. If the upfront material costs were the only
criterion for selection, copper would have been heavily substituted by now.
You would have noticed in the previous chart that a similar price ratio
existed in the mid-sixties and early seventies and yet the fact is that copper
is still the material of choice. The main reasons for this fact are listed
above.
I shall build the case for copper further in my presentation, which I have
structured as follows:
•The value proposition of copper vs. traditional competition
Aluminium
Copper Clad Aluminium
•How copper copes with technological advances
Optical fiber
•The copper industry‘s response
•About the International Copper Association
•Can
C copper still
till compete
t ?
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I have to warn you that the presentation will get somewhat technocommercial at times, but this is inevitable given the nature of the question.
I have to talk about the physical properties of copper in order to establish
its value proposition.
Let me begin by examining how copper compares with the competition on
various engineering parameters from a techno-commercial perspective.
Let us take conductance and its impact on size. Copper has the best
conductance amongst all non-precious metals. The conductance of copper
at 101% International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS) is 66% higher
than that of aluminum at 61% IACS.
As a result, a copper conductor will need a cross-section that is 39%
smaller and a diameter that is 23 % smaller than that of an aluminum
conductor for an identical conductance, voltage drop and energy loss.
To say it differently, the aluminum conductor needs to have a 66 % larger
cross-section or a 29 % larger diameter.
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While there is no dispute that the aluminum conductor would still be lighter
and cheaper than the copper conductor, but the conductor costs are only
the tip of the iceberg.
We need to look at the total cable system costs including manufacturing,
transportation, installation and civil works. The smaller copper conductor
size reduces other cable system costs.
Let me begin with manufacturing costs. Because of the larger diameter an
aluminum cable requires more insulation material, armor and jacketing .
The extra insulation could range upto 26% depending on the voltage grade
and relative thicknesses of conductor and insulation. Similar considerations
apply for armoring and sheathing etc.
Insulation becomes an increasingly significant cost component as the
voltage rises and can easily more than the conductor cost for HV and EHV
cables and a significant component for MV cables.
Shielding is an important cost component for communication wires but also
for HV and EHV cables.
Armoring and jacketing are likewise very significant cost components in
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Cables are being transported together with a lot of wood and air. As a
result of the low overall density volume is the limiting factor more often
than weight, in determining how many cable drums may fit on a truck or in
a container.
The smaller cross-section of copper conductors means that transportation
volumes would be up to 39 % smaller for copper, thus saving on
transportation costs per unit length of cable. This is significant for all
categories of cables.
Conductor size and transportation drum lengths have a major impact on
civil and installation costs, which can be twice the cost of the bare cable
itself.
Firstly, the smaller cross section of copper cables would mean smaller
Firstly
conduits, trays, alleys, ducts, trenches and tunnels, in turn requiring lesser
floor and wall thicknesses or lesser underground space in public areas.
This is particularly significant for LV and MV power distribution by utilities,
in buildings and in industry.
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Secondly, jointing is inevitable during installation to get longer cable
lengths as well as to utilize odd-length end pieces which would otherwise
be wasted. Jointing is labor intensive and costly in terms of overall project
times and particularly so for MV cables.
The longer length of copper cable on a drum means a lesser number of
joints and therefore lesser costs.
The smaller copper conductor cross-section also means less space
required for termination on switchgear. This enables the construction of
smaller switchgear. Further, there is less floor space required for cable
entry in cubicles, thereby enabling the construction of smaller cubicles.
This is of particular importance for LV cables.
Smaller cubicles enable smaller control rooms.
rooms Together with less work on
trenches and tunnels, copper enables a lower use of cement and concrete,
and lower civil work costs overall. And space has commercial value,
whether it involves right of way payments by utilities or the utilization of
saleable space by private entities.
In summary, the superior conductance and smaller size of copper reduce
the total cable system costs, including manufacturing, transportation,
installation and civil works.
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After considering the electrical conductivity of copper, let me now turn to
its chemical property.
Aluminum oxidizes readily when exposed to air, and a strongly attached
hard outer layer of electrically insulating oxide quickly forms around the
metal.
Copper also oxidizes when exposed to air, but the oxide which forms is
relatively soft and conductive, although not as conductive as the base
metal.
This has significance for the termination reliability of building wires in
particular, which can lead to local heat formation, sparking and eventually
even fires.
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Contacts between all dissimilar metals result in galvanic action by which
material is transferred from the more positive metal or anode to the more
negative metal or cathode.
The intensity of the action depends on the respective positions of the
metals in the periodic table.
Aluminium is the most anodic of engineering metals and copper the most
cathodic one. Therefore, at terminations with brass or copper, aluminium
corrodes.
On the other hand, copper is naturally compatible with itself.
So, this is one more reason for the superior termination behavior of copper
wires as compared to aluminium.
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A study was carried out by Powertech Laboraties, Canada, on behalf of the
Canadian Copper and Brass Development Association (CCBDA), copperto-copper, aluminium-to copper, and aluminium-to-aluminium connector to
conductor connections were subjected to accelerated aging which
consisted of 2000 hours of corrosive environmental exposure and high
current,
t short
h t time
ti
testing.
t ti
40% off the
th aluminium-to-aluminium
l i i
t l i i
connections
ti
failed. 40% of the aluminium-to copper connections showed a significant
increase in resistance. On the other hand, the copper to-copper
connections had very little change in resistance during testing, and
performed the best in this study.
The report was published by IEEE in 2005 and is available for download
from CCBDA’s website.
This has significance for low voltage cable connections.
Submarine cables are another application area where the corrosion
resistance of copper to water is useful.
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Let me now turn to the techno-economic benefits of copper’s mechanical
properties.
Tensile strength is the force required per unit of elongation. If we go on
adding weight (force) on the conductor. It elongates and its length starts to
increase. The increase in length is proportional to the weight. If we remove
the weight, the length of the wire goes back to its original length. But if you
increase the weight, after reaching a limit, the wire loses strength and
elongates disproportionately longer. On removal of the weight, it does not
regain its original length, i.e. it has “yielded”. If further weight is added the
wire breaks. This means we have exceeded its “tensile strength”.
Copper is stronger than aluminium in all these aspects. Copper’s higher
elongation shows ductility and better wire drawing properties.
properties It also means
that copper cables can be pulled easily through conduits and ducts during
installation, without fear of elongation, neck formation and eventual
breakage, which is particularly useful for building wires and LV cables.
Copper can also bend easily, twist tighter and be pulled harder – without
stretching or breaking. Higher tensile strength leads to better fatigue
performance, which is useful in most applications.
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Both aluminium and copper conductors expand and contract cyclically
under varying load conditions. But aluminium “creeps” or flows away, a
process which results in the loosening of terminations. In turn, loose
connections may be followed by oxidation, arcing and overheating and
ultimately fires. The only way to avoid these problems is to check all
t
terminals
i l periodically,
i di ll titighten
ht screws and
d connecting
ti d
devices.
i
Copper, being harder, stronger and more ductile, does not flow at
terminations and consequently does not require periodic inspection and
tightening of screws. Copper terminations do not loosen on overloads. This
is one of the main reasons why copper, not aluminium is almost universally
used in building wires.
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Let me now turn to a property that is of value in building wire applications.
In the illustration the weight of aluminium in equivalent cables is 50% of the
copper weight. The melting temperature of copper is 1083°C and for
aluminium 660°C. The heat required to be generated in the cables, in
short-circuit, to bring the conductor to its melting temperature is for copper
(1 kg) 416,900 Joules and for aluminium (1/2 kg) 301,500 Joules. So
copper requires about 33% more energy than aluminium before it gives
way.
What is the significance of this? Protection circuits are less than
perfect particularly in the developing world, either by way of type (e.g.
wire fuses), by way of appropriateness of rating selection or over-current
settings and by way of operational reliability (poor maintenance)
maintenance). In such
conditions, the conductor can melt close to the point of the dead shortcircuit. Therefore copper is safer because it needs more energy to melt.
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Conductors in cables heat up and expand when carrying current and cool
off and contract when the load is reduced.
Insulation does not expand, or contract to the same extent. Therefore there
is a cyclic relative movement between conductor and insulation. This
movement is one of the factors responsible for aging. This relative cyclic
movement is less (70%) in copper cables than in aluminium cables and
improves ageing. This is an advantage for all categories of power cables
subjected to cyclic loading.
Further, less free space needs to be provided for conductor expansion
during installation. This is particularly significant for HV and EHV cables.
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So we have seen that copper is superior to aluminium on most engineering
parameters in the context of wire & cables.
I would like to make a statement on the environmental impacts. The
copper industry is right now engaged in a very expensive exercise of
putting together the environmental data. They need another 3 months to
get this out. At this moment in time I do not want to make any
pronouncements, because whatever I say is bound to be wrong. Let me
now turn to copper clad aluminium. Its properties are listed on the slide.
Therefore all that was earlier said for aluminium applies to CCA. It would
not be out of place to mention that CCA has been around for more than 45
years. It is not a new invention.
CCA has found its main applications in magnet wires for high frequency
coils due to the skin effect where the current flows only through the surface
layer of copper and an equivalent cross-section to copper may be used. It
is also useful where light weight is necessary, e.g. headphones.
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Let me turn now to the technical advantages of optical fibers. It is clear that
fiber optic cables are advantageous in long data connections. But for the
vast majority of data center and LAN connections, conventional twistedpair copper cables not only have the capacity to compete favorably with
optic fibers, but can continue to provide reliable connections at low cost.
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This chart shows the development of the inter-connection speed between
networked computers in Local Area Networks (LANs) and data centers. It
continues to increase exponentially, with each new generation of
connection interfaces emerging about every six years. Ethernet or IEEE
802.3 is in most cases the dominant connection standard. About eight
years ago, 100 megabits-per-second
bit
d (100M) Ethernet
Eth
t was th
the ttechnology
h l
in data centers and LAN. Today, 1 gigabit-per-second (1G) dominates, with
10G beginning to emerge. In the future, 40G and eventually 100G will
become benchmark connection technologies. As inter-connection speeds
between computers increase, so does the threat of substitution of copper
cables with fiber optic cables.
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The collaborative research has provided mutual benefits along the entire supply
chain: It has preserved a significant market for producers of oxygen-free copper
wire rod, provided cablemakers with an upgrade path that will enable them to
preserve their investment in copper data cable production, and provides end
users with better performance from the same familiar connection medium they
h
have
b
been using
i ffor years.
In the current economic environment, where most cable shipments are down by
15 to 20% or more, sales of premium, high-performance copper data cable
continues to hold up and even grow - a proof of the real value provided by
copper data cables to the information technology industry.
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The copper industry has responded to this competition by focusing on
market development efforts. There are different programs which are
described in the current ICF newsletter.
Programs to stimulate latent markets:
•Urban slum electrification
•Rural electrification
•Decentralized Energy
Programs to enter non-traditional markets:
•Underground transmission
•Underground cabling in urban power distribution
•Submarine
Submarine power cables
Programs to defend threatened markets:
•Energy efficient Ethernet
•Power over Ethernet
•Copper LAN interface beyond 10G
•Structured Wiring
g
The following slides give some examples and facts.
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Let me now talk about my organization, the International Copper
Association. On this slide you can see the essential facts about the ICA.
The ICA programs include
•the safe, effective delivery of electricity, water and gas in sustainable
building construction;
•promoting
ti th
the sustainable
t i bl supply
l and
d use off energy;
•investigating and communicating the effects of copper on human health
and the environment;
•developing technologies to further economic development and improve
quality of life, of which some are specifically dedicated to electrical
programs
We are currently a $90 mil organization with 2/3 from members,
members 1/3 from
partners including some local cablemakers, and from third parties such as
governments and intergovernmental bodies who see value in and a fit with
our mission and work.
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The International Copper Association is proactively defending (but mostly
growing) existing markets, while at the same time creating new
opportunities through product and market development, in collaboration
with some 40 individual (global and local) members of the wire & cable
industry. The wire & cable industry benefits from the ICA programs and
th
there
is
i a case for
f an even stronger
t
collaboration
ll b ti between
b t
the
th two
t
industries at the individual company level.
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Let me finally turn to the central question: Can copper compete?
My clear answer is: Yes!
There is no doubt that copper has competition from alternative materials
and technologies. But as I have shown in this presentation, copper delivers
unique values, as is listed above, that go beyond mere material costs.
Further, the copper industry is pro-active in market development, as listed
above.
It is therefore too early to write an obituary for copper. Copper will continue
to be the material of choice for the wire & cable industry for many years to
come.
Thank you!
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